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At the 2016 Modern Language Association (MLA) convention in
Austin, Texas, along with sessions addressing my professional interests
of African-American and American literature, I was drawn to presenta-
tions on travel, migration, and border crossing. e papers in these ses-
sions employed the investigative categories of identity, space, place, and
culture to examine historical and contemporary events in fiction and
nonfiction. My intellectual interest in the topics of migration, traveling,
and border crossing—similar to many other attendees, I am sure—was
driven by the surge of refugees and migrants pouring into Europe by sea
and land for a second consecutive year since August 2015, when Chan-
cellor Angela Merkel announced Germany’s open-door policy for
refugees. As a European and native of Bulgaria, a country less affected
than some by the mass movement of aspiring asylum seekers but
nonetheless a potential target for rerouting of the migrant and refugee
flow through its territory, I was doubly interested to hear academic read-
ings of the transnational phenomenon referred to boldly by the main-
stream Western media, official institutions of the European Union (EU),
and leading European governments as the “refugee crisis,” an apparent
misnomer in the context of later sociological findings revealing the pro-
files of the people participating in the massive transcontinental journeys
into Europe.

Data accumulated by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) and other institutions invoked a “migrant and
refugee crisis” to address the vast movements of people from Asia, the
Middle East, and North Africa to and across Europe (“Desperate Jour-
neys” 1). e shift in terms indicated the trajectory of attitudes and po-
sitions of global, regional, and small players as the crisis deepened in
2016. e transnational dimensions of the problem—people blocked
at EU external borders and legal admittance of those who had already
reached the EU interior—triggered sharp, contradictory reactions span-
ning the Atlantic and reverberating along a resurrected East-West Euro-
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pean axis, with strong echoes in non-EU neighbor states. In short, an
aspect of transnationalism such as mass migration, under the pressure
of extreme political and social tensions in the EU, invoked various dis-
courses of othering to propagate moral and political judgments of “right”
and “wrong” approaches to handling the crisis in Europe.

e purpose of this essay is to trace acts of othering shaped by pow-
erful discourses and implemented to ensure stable political leverage and
pursuit of national interests in the context of an expectant structural re-
vision of the EU. e migrant crisis at its peak between 2015 and 2016,
and the subsequent EU responses by early 2017, reveal the need for
transforming the cohesive and convergent policies affecting EU member
states and asylum seekers and grantees, along with a potent reorganiza-
tion of the existing asylum mechanism operating in the EU.

First off, neither the juggling of terms to denote the problem, nor the
visibility of the discourses of othering, can diminish the fact that large
numbers of people, driven by various existential motives, risk their lives
every day to cover long distances of marred land, disfigured landscapes,
fixed and elastic border formations to reach their coveted European des-
tinations. Yet, it matters how their saga is seen from the various inter-
pretive centers in Europe and America, the distributors or recipients of
global and regional political and economic agendas. It is in their inter-
pretations that we see the modes of othering in which they engage. 

e refugee and migrant saga, as the MLA convention confirmed,
has been received by U.S. academics mostly secondhand; it is a mediated
reality projected on TV screens and written on the pages of mainstream
newspapers and magazines in reportages aimed to reflect the scale of
human disaster that envelops the European continent. e visual and
verbal narratives of people suffering long-distance passages and dealing
with privations are by definition rhetorical devices for achieving pro-
grammatic objectives on the wings of emotional deflections. And it
seems that it was the emotional deflections and forms of sentimentalism
spoon-fed by the media that framed the analyses of a large number of
the conference presenters and attendees. 

Regardless of the immediate topics of the conference presenters, not
all of which were directly related to the refugee and migrant crisis, ref-
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erences to the mass exodus of people from the Middle East, North
Africa, and Asia to Europe were liberally tossed in to garnish the validity
of the speakers’ arguments or were simply employed as a lower layer of
rhetoric to capture the audiences’ attentions. With shocking tales of
human suffering, images of blood trails and dead children’s bodies—the
most exploited example being that of three-year-old Alan Kurdi, lying
lifeless on a Mediterranean beach as his family tried to reach Europe on
boat—both presenters and discussion participants relied on emotionally
charged arguments about violated human rights of people blocked at
EU borders and harshly inhospitable, mostly Eastern European, re-
sponses to this major humanitarian disaster. 

Pictures of the Hungarian-built barbed-wire fence erected on the Ser-
bian-Hungarian border illustrated best the elevated tension on both sides
of the fence, between those exhausted from the long march across bor-
ders but determined to seek relief in Western Europe from the misery
and civil wars in their countries of origin, and those fully-armed border
patrols and policemen, personifications of hostile Europeans blocking
the migrants’ advancement into Europe. In the American (Western) eye,
Victor Orban’s barrier—the Hungarian border of Europe—resurrected
the classic, sentimentalist villain-victim paradigm that generated a pre-
dictable, black-and-white argument echoed with the same verve and
pathos from session to session for the remainder of the conference.
American scholars were agreeing independently of each other, for I heard
more or less the same proclamation of Eastern Europe as racist and xeno-
phobic in different sections of the MLA conference. 

At the time, the EU’s political class was making similar accusations
in relation to Eastern Europe. Against the rise of Angela Merkel’s
Willkommenskultur (culture of welcome), interpreted by Katrin
Bennhold in e New York Times as a “civilized act” given the backdrop
of the country’s sinister history, Victor Orban’s perhaps most vocal but
not solitary Eastern European nationalist argument to keep the migrants
away from Hungary, and by default the EU, could indeed be construed
as an act of racism and xenophobia if this is all one sees. In other words,
to Americans and most Western Europeans, especially in the early stages,
the complex process of mass migration, already liberally stirred into a
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European pot of simmering internal contradictions, seemed reducible
to one of its ingredients, namely, prospective refugees being denied access
to Europe at particular external EU borders.1 Such a topic invites inert
conclusions behind which transpires the logic of othering. e stern
American verdict that Eastern Europeans are racists and xenophobes
sounded opprobrious to me as an Eastern European. Delivered in a tone
of disgust and anger, the conclusions sounded like mini-performances
of American academic melodrama staged in the tradition of misused po-
litical correctness.

In leading press viewpoints, similar lofty rhetoric diagnosed Eastern
Europe’s “aberrant” democratic backwardness, incivility, and repressive
stance toward differences. Discussions of Eastern European xenophobia,
intolerance, and illiberalism like those in Princeton historian Jan Gross’
“Eastern Europe’s Crisis of Shame,” “e Stunning Hypocrisy of Mit-
teleuropa” by Paul Hockenos, an expert on Central and Eastern Europe,
and “Hungary’s Xenophobic Response,” written by former U.S. ambas-
sador Eleni Koulanakis, perhaps facilitated the fervent replication of the
same thesis by the U.S. academics at the MLA conference. Furthermore,
the above described American reaction is not solely a sporadic reaction
to a humanitarian problem. It is embedded in the broad Western dis-
course of liberalism and its narrow practice of studying and inscribing
Eastern Europe in a post-communist transitional space that is still in the
process of being regulated as European. 

In the decades before and after the Eastern European accession to
the EU, multiple studies have been dedicated to the climate of tolerance
in Eastern Europe, acceptance and integration of minority groups, at-
titudes toward transnationalism, and human rights in general.2 e re-
sults have always been negative for the constitutive ethos of Eastern
European states. Juxtaposed against the advanced, multi-dynamic West-
ern European social model, Eastern Europeans needed to be disciplined
and democratized. e post-communist discourse postulates the des-
ignation of the Eastern European space as other, before it could be
tamed and integrated into the Euro-Atlantic project through organiza-
tions such as NATO and the EU. An older branch of Eastern European
othering stems from the Western European Orientalist discourse gen-
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erated during the Enlightenment and stretching well into the end of
the nineteenth century.3 Both the Orientalist and post-communist dis-
courses on Eastern Europe have points of intersection that align to
highlight Eastern European inadequacies and deviations in comparison
to the reigning Western standards of the day. e traction of these dis-
courses is still very strong given their scholarly prominence and the his-
torical proximity of Eastern European inclusion into the Western
project.

e American and, by extension, Western accusations of xenophobia
and racism targeting Eastern Europe could not of course appease Alan
Kurdi’s little dead body, turned into a dramatic metaphor for human
disaster by the media. Could the Western rhetoric in its protective stance
toward life, acceptance, and inclusion of difference be simultaneously
drawing a divisive line in Europe reminiscent of the Cold War? Could
the illegal efforts of young people from the Middle East and Asia to dis-
mantle the barbed-wire fence at the Hungarian border with bare hands
and improvised tools be sufficient to generate an entire blanket state-
ment of Eastern European racism and xenophobia run amok? Why did
the flourishing anti-immigrant rhetoric already fully vocalized in parts
of Western Europe go unnoticed at the academic forum? Why was there
no similar deprecatory rhetoric against Turkey in the conference room
where a heart-breaking letter by a Kurdish scholar told the tale of ethnic
purges in towns and villages? Was Turkey a benefactor or detractor of
transnational migration by virtue of its involvement in the border re-
gions of Syria and Iraq? Why not a rebuke of Obama’s administration
and the U.S. Congress for admitting only ten thousand Syrian refugees,
a goal that was only first met five years after the beginning of the civil
war in Syria and implemented under “stringent controls in selecting
refugee referrals from the United Nations refugee agency,” according to
White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest (Korte)? In short, what insti-
gates the games of othering in which Americans and Europeans, West-
erners and Easterners in the EU, are investing? 

e borders of Afghanistan and Iraq have been destabilized since the
American intervention in the region between 2001 and 2003. e scaled
withdrawal of American troops in the period from 2007 to 2011 failed
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to secure the integrity of Iraq, leaving behind porous borders. e Arab
Spring of 2011, a tide of social movements across North Africa and the
Middle East in which the U.S. Department of State saw a huge potential
to democratize the region, failed to achieve its lofty goal. e hastily
donned rebel garments in the Middle East and North Africa chosen to
portray the character of a promising revolutionary were quickly ex-
changed for the cloak-and-dagger wardrobe of a sinister brigand, a com-
posite transnational character snatching homes and safety from the
locals. e higher the Western demand for democratization, the quicker
the Arab Spring transformed itself into an Arab Winter. If Arab Spring
meant best to express the softer and idealistic version of Lenin’s revolu-
tionary situation in which the rulers can no longer rule and the ruled
no longer wished to be ruled, the Arab Winter crushed this naiveté with
a reign-of-terror approach ready to eradicate those who stood in the way
of the new religious order, as expressed by ISIS and other radical organ-
izations. For many people now in the lands of Arab Winter, organized
“trips” to Europe across border lines with or without the expensive serv-
ices of seasoned smugglers seem a better alternative to leading lives in
war and chaos. 

At the peak of the migrant crisis between 2015 and 2016, the Euro-
pean Border and Coast Guard Agency, known as Frontex, reported 1.8
million illegal border crossings into the EU (“Risk Analysis for 2017”
47). It has been no secret that the target destinations for large migrant
groups from the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia remain Germany
and Scandinavia. ese places are preferred for their high standards of
living, generous social programs, and openly-expressed political support
for asylum seekers. In the late summer of 2015, Chancellor Merkel
opened Germany’s door to about one million refugees with a cordial
German “Willkommen.” at heightened the expectations of Syrians
and Iraqis who could openly qualify for refugee status. It also drew cit-
izens of other countries with internal conflicts, dire economic problems,
social relations in explosive disarray, who saw an opportunity to migrate
to the wealthy part of Europe. 

e German chancellor’s welcoming act and social attitude of accept-
ance had a positive resonance in Scandinavia, while in other EU coun-
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tries it resulted in different vibrations. Italy and Greece responded more
than anything out of humanitarian concerns given that they were the
first EU countries encountered by the migrant flow. France had its share
in the humanitarian maneuver to shelter those who reached its borders,
but attitudes toward migrants’ movements drastically changed once the
UK announced its position to reject migrants. e refugee camp in
Calais, notoriously dubbed “the Jungle,” testifies to this. Austria, on the
other hand, took a fair number of asylum seekers, but as the traffic
through its territory grew exponentially it put a limit on the number of
daily crossings.

Overall, the initial actions of Western European countries, in the spirit
of moderate solidarity, expressed a commitment to the transnational
agenda of globalism by opening the gates of “fortress Europe” and its
rigidly-guarded socio-economic space. From a German perspective, the
culture of welcome and its commitment to migrants and refugees meant
an attempt to re-inscribe the EU as a potent and powerful actor on the
international stage after the Ukrainian crisis of 2014. Germany, bolstered
by its economic power, demonstrated an active political commitment to
solving a complex issue facing the international community. e German
economic boom could guarantee the integration of transnational bodies
whose fresh blood, directly transfused into the national, export-oriented
German economy, would also secure the prosperity of the aging German
population, and by extension the prosperity of the EU.

e German act to invite an extremely high number of potential asy-
lum seekers was backed by the European Commission but severely crit-
icized by a number of EU member states. Germany faced accusations
of making unilateral decisions on behalf of the EU that mostly served
its narrow national interests. Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, and
Slovakia, also known as the Visegrad Group (V4), expressed both indi-
vidually and jointly their strong disagreement with accepting large
masses of migrants from the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia, argu-
ing that the EU is not ready to integrate large numbers of people of dif-
ferent cultural and religious backgrounds. 

e major split in the EU along the old East-West divide, however,
occurred after the introduction of a quota principle for relocation of
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refugees. is was introduced by the EU Commission in September
2015 to ease the pressure on southern EU member states and was an act
explicitly backed up by core Western European countries. Under the
banner of “European solidarity,” each member state was assigned the ad-
mission of a certain number of migrants and refugees (“Refugee Crisis:
European Commission Takes Decisive Action”). Strict penalties for non-
implementation have been established. 

e quota principle, an institutional effort to cope with the crisis,
represents for the V4 an unsanctioned element of transnational rule ex-
ercised by Brussels’s elite rather than a supranational decision approved
by the member states. e act puts extra pressure on the Common Eu-
ropean Asylum System, which was already showing some significant de-
fects and generating contradictions among the EU member states. While
acknowledging their responsibilities under the Common European Asy-
lum System, the V4 advocates a “voluntary mechanism for coordinating
Member States’ support provided in order to enhance asylum systems
of those Member States that are affected by a large increase in numbers
of asylum seekers” (“Joint Statement of V4”; my italics). From their per-
spective, it is a rejection of an imposed European solidarity at the cost
of solidarity as determined by the capacity and level of preparedness of
each member state. is line of division between Eastern Europe and
its Western counterpart in the face of the EU Commission revives an
East/West split framed in national(ist) and Eurocentric terms. 

Poland, for example, made a case that a high concentration of indi-
viduals from radically different, non-European cultures puts at risk the
“civilizational identification” of the continent and represents a danger
to its security. It expressed openly a preference for Syrian Christian
refugees over any others. Recently, the Polish government took an even
bolder step, declaring that until mechanisms for verification of refugees
are put in place it will not accept asylum seekers. “We,” Prime Minister
Beata Szydlo declared, “will not import crime, terrorism, homophobia,
and a brand of anti-Semitism that sets synagogues ablaze” (Cienski).
Orban, the Hungarian prime minister, had long argued that the EU’s
open door policy on migration is an effort to destroy Europe. His Slo-
vakian colleague Robert Fico argued that Muslim migration is a threat
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to Europe, and Czech Republic President Milos Zeman declared the in-
tegration of Muslims to be an impossible mission. 

e reactions are also exemplary of political, not epistemological, oth-
ering of migrants and refugees, which aims to preserve the vitality of the
Eastern member states as sovereign subjects in the EU. e threat (mass
migration) is defined as external, but the solution (quota principle) is
acknowledged as an anti-democratic problem internal to the EU. us,
the Eastern European othering of migrants invites the revival of an old
paradigm of East/West continental relations where consequently Eastern
Europe becomes an object of othering. 

Studies such as Larry Wolff’s Inventing Eastern Europe have dealt with
the theme of Western othering of Eastern Europe. e terms Eastern
and Easternness are products of the Western mental conception of regions
that do not align culturally, politically, and economically with the “civ-
ilized” West. Wolff attributes the discursive construction of Eastern oth-
ers to the European Enlightenment project and claims that “one might
describe the invention of Eastern Europe as an intellectual project of
demi-Orientalization” (7). Today’s demi-Orientalization of Eastern Eu-
rope has been vocalized in expressions such as “Eastern Europeans are
racist and xenophobic,” and is as much a historical continuation of an
older Western epistemological tradition as it is an extension of a much
newer discursive tradition of post-communist assessment of Eastern Eu-
rope and its lack of potential to be liberal and democratic. 

us, Europe again produced two forms of others: an internal and
external. e theme of open versus closed EU borders orchestrated dis-
cursively each participant’s game of othering. e debate has been
framed by the issue of free movement of non-EU individuals across EU
territory which facilitated access to the Common European Asylum Sys-
tem of Europe. e open-border policy toward non-EU citizens and po-
tential refugees is perceived as an advanced, humanitarian, democratic
act against which the closed-border policy of Eastern Europe is perceived
as backward, nationalist, and retrograde. In particular, the barbed-wire
fence between Hungary and Serbia ceased to exist as an interpretation
of an EU border, but became a metaphor for a racist and nationalist lo-
cation that smears the distinction between EU and non-EU space.
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e open-border policy as an element of transnational and global ide-
ology requires the methodological dismantling of the sovereign state.
From the Eastern European perspective, the disruption of state sover-
eignty through the imposition of border policies jeopardizes the equal
partnership among and between member states and their political and
administrative center in the EU. To emphasize equality and sovereignty
as integral elements of the EU treaty, Eastern Europe consolidates its re-
sponse predominantly behind the sign of the closed border imbued with
etatist meanings. e intensity of the political statements in Eastern Eu-
rope range from populist nationalism to patriotic etatism. e same
trend became discernible in Western Europe as the flow of migrants es-
calated.

I am tempted to argue that the Eastern European game of othering
migrants targets first and above all Western EU member states, which,
under the protective umbrella of Brussels, push transnational projects
of vast proportions to camouflage their narrow national interests. e
migrant crisis illustrates the deepening of internal contradictions among
EU member states, now reaching newly dramatic proportions. e co-
hesive character of the EU can no longer be pursued with transnational
political decisions, penalty declarations, or moral exhortations regarding
mass migration if the structure of the union is de jure supranational, but
de facto strives to operate administratively as transnational. ese mech-
anisms have proven counterproductive for deeper European integration
and have been transformed by the core European countries into mech-
anisms for economic and financial control over the unruly Eastern Eu-
ropean provinces. And the subsequent development of the migrant crisis
resulting in Brexit and the rise of nationalisms in the West suggests a
structural failure in the political and ideological construction of the EU.

But how did Western Europe react once the peak of the migrant crisis
reached its territory? What mechanisms of the Common European Asy-
lum System caused the introduction of the unloved quota principle and
further antagonized relations with Eastern Europe?

Already in September 2015, shortly after Merkel’s invitation to mi-
grants and refugees to come to Germany, the magnitude of the influx of
people across the Austrian-German border institutionally and technically
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prevented the implementation of asylum procedures required by EU law.
e German authorities admitted that they had lost track of people cross-
ing or leaving their territory and insisted on instituting a temporary border
control between Germany and Austria. In essence this was a suspension
of the Schengen Agreement, a fundamental document guaranteeing the
right of free movement within the EU. According to “Internal Border
Controls in the Schengen Area,” a study commissioned by the European
Parliament, Austria responded with a similar measure, and by late Sep-
tember Slovenia and Malta also reintroduced internal border controls,
only to be followed by France and Hungary in October, Sweden in No-
vember, Norway in December, and Denmark and Belgium in January
and February 2016. e temporary suspension of the Schengen Agree-
ment converted the internal European borders from virtually nonexistent
lines into concrete, physical lines separating EU member states and be-
hind which it was no longer possible to hide national and security inter-
ests. e reintroduction of temporary border controls was the “elegant”
measure to create prerequisites for new divisive lines within (and outside)
the EU. e harsh, barbaric Eastern European representation of the EU
external borders was juxtaposed against the refined, velvet-gloved concept
of the Western European internal borders of the Union. e tools
“barbed wire” versus “passport control” had in essence the same effect:
to limit illegal migration and channel the flow of people at a pace that
would allow governments to process adequately the asylum seekers’ reg-
istrations. But the symbolism that each tool carries revives old (trans)con-
tinental Western imaginaries about Eastern Europe as a region removed
from “true” civilization. e external EU land borders could be “con-
quered” by the ethereal gate of paper inspections, which paradoxically
resulted again in blockages, delays, and detentions of migrants.

A central defect of the Common European Asylum System has also
impacted the East/West EU split. e Dublin Regulations that lay out
the administrative refugee procedures within the EU require that mi-
grants be officially registered at the first point of entry in the EU. e
principle of free movement once within EU territory, however, allows
for the migrants to file their applications for asylum in preferred Western
European member states. A rejection of application under the Dublin
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Regulations means a relocation back to the country of initial admission
into the EU. is intensified the fear among Eastern Europeans that
once confronted with a high number of applications, the Western Eu-
ropean countries would “cherry-pick” the candidates and would lawfully,
but not loyally, return the denied applicants to the point-of-entry coun-
tries. is stipulation biases Eastern Europe as a second-class EU terri-
tory in contrast to the progressive, first-class EU core territory of the
Western states. e preparation of Eastern EU territory as a depot for
“rejected” transnational human resources presents Eastern Europe with
the challenge to conduct much more expensive and time-consuming in-
tegrationist policies toward refugees and migrants in comparison to
Western Europe. With the fall of communism, Eastern Europe has al-
ready experienced a serious brain drain westward and is living with the
consequences of a dramatic loss of top-notch demographic resources. It
knows firsthand the efforts necessary to develop successful human re-
source projects. In sum, the closed and open borders in their soft and
hard variants built up pressure all across the EU to be conveniently con-
sumed today for political purposes by both Eastern and Western EU
member states.

e varied border standards in the EU evoke the ghost of the
East/West split and showcase the EU/non-EU division as well. Countries
such as Greece, for example, that cannot fully cope with first-stop reg-
istration of migrants for one reason or another pass on the migrant prob-
lem to non-EU countries such as Serbia and Macedonia, which have
neither the resources nor the motivation to control the migrant flow.
e avoidance of registration is sometimes willfully sought by the mi-
grants themselves, who in turn contribute to the proliferation of illegal
trafficking across borders toward wealthy EU countries with generous
welfare packages. us, the space between Greece and Eastern Europe,
and in particular the narrow strip known as the Western Balkans, is per-
ceived as a transit space for migrants and refugees. e reintroduction of
internal border controls in the heart of Europe, right before the Eastern
European line, coupled with the legal binding of the Dublin Regulations
for readmission of migrants who have been denied asylum, creates a pre-
requisite for expanding the transit corridors by including parts of Eastern
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Europe. It is the transit space scenario that countries such as Hungary
try to avoid by reinstituting fenced border control. Similar acts, however,
may quickly turn the Western Balkans into buffer zones, spaces in be-
tween the countries of migration and the EU. ere, maximum pressure
of migrant presence and unknown reliance on EU or other external
sponsors for coping with the crisis will ensue. It is hard to predict what
kind of transnational communities and formations the migration order
will create in the buffer zones. e integration of low-qualified and eth-
nically diverse masses of people may assign the small Balkan countries a
woeful destiny. As Bechev has noted in his study on the Western Balkans,
the region has been relegated to the “periphery of the periphery” (8). 

e Eastern European countries have the historic knowledge of what
it means to be a buffer zone. ey have maintained this status for quite
some time since the fall of communism and have tried to make a case
that they are an integral part of Europe. Milan Kundera, Václav Havel,
Adam Michnik, and other dissidents dedicated their intellectual efforts
on behalf of the political and cultural inclusion of Eastern Europe into
the EU—the emblem of the Western European civilizational space and
values. From this historical perspective, Eastern Europeans perceive it
as their duty to defend the idea of Europe and its civilizational borders
as they exist in their cultural imaginary. is cultural imaginary does
not tolerate Eastern Europe to be read as Europe’s other again. 

Bulgaria and the Rest of the Balkans

According to Frontex, the Western Balkan Route—starting in Greece
and leading through Macedonia and Serbia, then into Hungary and
Croatia, and lastly into Western Europe—accounted for the majority of
refugee and migrant transits between 2014 and 2016. In 2015, at the
peak of the crisis, 764,038 illegal border crossings were detected in the
region, a sixteen-fold rise since 2014 (“Western Balkan Route”). Ironi-
cally speaking, the Western Balkan Route offers settings, plots, and cast
that might be the envy of any reality TV show specializing in survival
matters. Prospective economic migrants and desperate refugees submit
their destinies into the hands of smugglers. e mountainous terrain of
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the Balkans introduces new life challenges for the migrants in stuffy,
blistering-hot vehicles where they hide to avoid police and border patrols
on their way to Germany and Scandinavia. A police bust usually redi-
rects their journey to registration centers, or, worse, to tent camps with
poor sanitary conditions such as Idomeni on the Greek-Macedonian
border. As borders, following the domino effect, are closed, the migrants
and refugees become further removed from their end goal and look upon
the country that shelters them as a temporary stop on their journey west-
ward. In their eyes, Bulgaria is one such temporary destination, a trap,
perhaps, that must be escaped if they want their asylum applications to
be considered first in Germany or Sweden. In order to circumvent the
trap, migrants prefer to do business with smugglers and oftentimes por-
tray the country in which they find themselves in a negative light for
Western journalists and other migration authorities. 

Compared to the countries of the Western Balkan Route, Bulgaria did
not see a huge wave of migrants and refugees, but the numbers nonethe-
less proved significant enough to focus internal political and social debates
on the country’s migration and integration policies. According to Bul-
garia’s State Agency for Refugees (SAR), there are two types of centers to
service refugees and migrants. Since 2012 Pastrogor, on the border with
Turkey, functions as a transit center with a capacity of three hundred peo-
ple who are later resettled into three registration and reception centers in
the town of Harmanli, the Sofia quarter of Ovcha Kupel, and the village
of Banya, Nova Zagora Municipality (SAR). ese centers are critical for
shelter and helping individuals apply for refugee status. In 2016, the cen-
ters could accommodate 5,190 people, adhering to the European accom-
modation standards according to SAR (“Doklad za Deinostta” 4). e
current occupancy of the centers is at one hundred percent. e Bulgarian
Interior Ministry report for December 2016 shows that sixty-six percent
of the settled are from Afghanistan, eight percent from Pakistan, four
percent from Iraq, fourteen percent from elsewhere, while only six per-
cent are from Syria (“Mesechna Informacia” 5). e trend for January
2017 remains the same with a one-percent increase of Syrian registrations
(“Mesechna Informacia” 5). Overall, 19,418 people were offered protec-
tion and social and medical services during 2016 (“Doklad za Deinostta”
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4). Between 2014 and 2020, seventy-five percent of the budget for the
functioning and maintenance of the centers will be provided by the EU,
while the other twenty-five percent will come from the state budget (6).
An additional amount of 4,883,200 euros for emergency support was of-
fered in October 2016, along with the transformation of the Pastrogor
and Harmanli centers from open into closed types (6).

Statistics show that forty-five percent of the asylum applications are
filed by citizens of Pakistan, followed by Iraqi applications standing at
twenty-eight percent, and only fourteen percent, or two hundred sixty
applications, were submitted by Syrians (“Doklad za Deinostta” 7). In
addition, the number of applications in 2016, 19,418, was only five per-
cent lower than the number during 2015, 20,391 (7). For the same year,
under the Dublin Regulations for readmission, 9,770 people were sent
back to Bulgaria, primarily from Northern European countries (8). A
quick reading of the facts confirms the observation that the current phe-
nomenon of people moving across European borders is less than a refugee
crisis, as initially presented to the global community, than it is a migrant
and refugee crisis with distinct ethnic patterns, routes, and logistics of
movement. e facts also indicate that the mass migration is to remain
a common European problem for quite some time. It will continue to
generate internal debates among EU member states regarding levels of
transnational commitment and migrant policies, along with their ad-
justment and implementation. As a contentious issue it will play its role
in the forthcoming agenda for restructuring the political and economic
foundation of the EU and the development of each member state re-
spectively. e problem of mass migration marks 2017, the year of super
elections in Europe, in ways that only mute but do not hide the resur-
rected East/West dichotomy despite the fact that the West already sub-
stantially revised, and is still correcting, its initial, broad open-door policy
toward migrants. us far, the UK is the most-striking example of rife
nationalism in action, denying both current migrant and Eastern Euro-
pean transnational presences by its act of withdrawal from the EU.

e upsurge of national interest is not foreign to Bulgaria either. e
Bulgarian government’s proposal to open additional migrant centers
within the country met with resistance from many Bulgarian citizens.
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Similar to other Eastern European countries, Bulgarians see the EU’s
policy on migration as a loss of sovereignty. e completion of the
Union’s bureaucratic, transnational agenda stifles the subjectivity of the
state and forces it to act at the expense of the local citizens’ interests.
Such a mismatch between EU visions and Bulgarian goals in defense of
local interests is seen at the Turkish-Bulgarian border, where Bulgaria is
building a wall to minimize the illegal migrant traffic. e EU allocates
money for the protection of its external border, but at the same time
stipulates that Bulgaria not spend the money on the wall. From the Bul-
garian perspective, the wall, already under construction, is simultane-
ously the best protection of the external border of the EU and a
guarantee of the integrity of the country itself. From a national point of
view, an unprotected Turkish-Bulgarian border is an insecure space
heightening the possibility for deterritorialization of the country under
chaotic migrant pressure from the south and southeast. Some EU calls
to open up more migrant and refugee camps on Bulgarian territory have
met with public disapproval since an increase of such institutions is as-
sociated with the stimulation and formation of unstable transnational
spaces both inside and outside the territory of the centers given their
diverse ethnic migrant makeup. Most importantly, the integrationist
policies could further slow down the very acceptance of the country as
an equal EU member state.

As with other Eastern European countries prior to EU accession, Bul-
garia was ascribed a peripheral status in relation to a core Europe. It,
along with Romania, had to wait the longest to close the negotiation
chapters and become an official EU member state in 2007.4 Bulgaria
had to wait almost a decade to be rightfully admitted in the EU at an
exorbitantly high social and economic price. Strict visa application pro-
cedures for all Eastern Europeans regulated travels to Western European
countries. Bulgarians still remember the long lines in front of the foreign
embassies and the unpleasant interviews with embassy officials in order
to get the coveted visa sticker on their passports as the only proof of
their right to travel. When Bulgaria officially joined the EU, its citizens
did not have access to the European job market for another seven years.
e country is still not a part of the Schengen Agreement, and, similar
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to other Eastern European countries, is not a member of the Eurozone.
Monitoring controls in certain areas of integration are still in progress.
e flow and distribution of EU subsidies upon which large segments
of the economy depend are also under the strict control of Brussels. 

rough the lens of this long and exhausting history of Bulgarian-
EU relations, it is perhaps logical to judge the admittance of migrants
into Europe as something premature; an event happening too soon and
evading the logic of acceptance and timely application of structural pro-
cedures. Refugees aside, other migrants’ efforts to stay in the EU are ex-
amined as acts that have to be first earned rather than ensured by quick
asylum-granting procedures. 

e joint statement of Germany, France, Italy, and Spain in support
of a multi-speed Europe delivered on March 6, 2017, additionally
heightened feelings of insecurity among Bulgarians and has set the tone
for a more critical examination of the migrant problem. By embracing
one of the five scenarios for restructuring the EU mentioned in Jean-
Claude Juncker’s “White Paper,” Germany, France, Italy, and Spain sig-
naled the possible return of the core-periphery model for dividing
Europe and producing its others again (Zalan). 

Historically there is a long-lasting Western tradition that conceptu-
alizes the Balkans as a backward European periphery, a form of other-
ness distinctly remote from, but nonetheless inscribed in, the center.
In Maria Todorova’s seminal study Imagining the Balkans, the Balkans
are a discursive construction where “unlike orientalism, which is a dis-
course about an imputed opposition, balkanism is a discourse about
an imputed ambiguity” (17). In the Balkanist discourse, the region is
not construed as an oppositional pair against which the West legit-
imizes its meaning but is instead a marginal zone, a backyard or pe-
riphery that is both in Europe but not of Europe. In “Nesting
Orientalisms,” Milica Bakić-Hayden traces the mechanism by which
the Balkan peoples, with the rise of their ethno-nationalisms, tried to
shorten the distance between the core and the periphery by employing
the technique of attributing oriental features to their neighbors to claim
respectively the cultural and political space of Europe for themselves.
The geographical proximity to the Ottoman Empire determined the
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degree of Orientalization of a given nation. The exploitation of Ori-
entalizing the other is what propelled their lofty national ambitions in
a European direction.

Bulgaria is no exception to the trend of purging Oriental elements
from its image. In the days of its National Revival, and later in the period
of constructing itself as a modern independent national state, Bulgaria
heavily relied on a strategy of de-Orientalizing, promoting and emulat-
ing European civilizational ideas while rejecting the Ottoman Empire’s
model as retrograde.5

In its most recent history, with its knock at the door of Western lib-
eralism, Bulgaria again looked to the European civilizational model to
assist its reorganization and transition from communism to capitalism
while insisting on the integration of the country into European and
transatlantic institutions. For example, Bulgaria represented its cam-
paign for joining NATO and the EU as a “civilizational choice” (Kon-
dev). More than two decades later, when Bulgaria was sucked into the
vortex of systemic cataclysms raging in America and Europe, the rhetor-
ical sharpness of the phrase “civilizational choice” resurfaced again, as
Kondev argues, to be exploited for political purposes. e examination
of the “civilizational choice” today goes hand in hand with a deep in-
trospective look at the future of the nation. An element of this dissec-
tion is the migrant crisis and its possible effects on the social and
cultural makeup of the country. e most skeptical but respectful voices
insist that a deepening of the migrant crisis, combined with a severe
demographic decline in the ethnically Bulgarian segment of the popu-
lation and low prospects for economic advancement may lead to irre-
versible impacts on the cultural identity of the state. As Ivo Hristov
claims, “e substitution of the entire psycho-mental code of the nation
is already underway” (“Professor Ivo Hristov v Panorama”). is, sub-
sequently, puts at risk the preservation of the Bulgarian European proj-
ect from within, if that project is how we define our civilizational choice
today.

More political parties in Bulgaria and Europe nowadays embrace the
idea that belonging to Europe should not be at the expense of the cul-
tural identity and national interests of countries. is ideological view-
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point turns into a pivot not just for populist parties that thrive on cheap
nationalism but also for parties with leftist and rightist political orien-
tations. For the pro-European parties on the left of the political spec-
trum, use of national(ist) elements is an obvious but nonetheless
expected paradox. For the right, the national(ist) path appears to be
more natural and experiences additional pressure from constituents that
oftentimes tilts the scales toward Euroskepticism. How does the migrant
crisis shape the political views of the Bulgarians and their attitude toward
the government and EU-prescribed measures in the situation of massive
migrant flow? 

e Bulgarian case shows that the level of economic security and ac-
cess to health care and basic living accommodations is higher for refugees
and asylum seekers than it is for the most vulnerable groups of Bulgarian
citizens. is is a particularly touchy subject for some retired Bulgarians,
who have worked and contributed to the social security system of the
country all their lives and are now marginalized with a monthly income
lower than what the country spends on a single asylum seeker. People
holding low-paying jobs experience a similar frustration. Press publica-
tions note that the monthly aid for refugees is close to eleven hundred
lev, money provided by both the EU and the Bulgarian government
(Panayotova), while the minimum pension and salary, according to Na-
tional Statistical Institute, are one hundred sixty-one lev and four hun-
dred sixty lev, respectively (“Monetary Income”). is is a motive for
social discontent, the notes of which are quite audible to political parties,
which add national(ist) tinges to their platforms in order to ensure their
political vitality. For example, during the presidential elections in No-
vember 2016, the candidate of the Patriotic front came in third, but lost
to the independent candidate and current president, Rumen Radev, who
was supported by the Bulgaria Socialist Party. Both candidates, however,
showed a desire to correct the accrued social imbalances by implement-
ing different registers of nationally-oriented politics.

Another source of discontent is the Bulgarian Council of Ministers’
Decree 208 (“Postanovlenie 208”) regulating resettlement and integra-
tion policies for migrants who have been granted an asylum status. e
criticism, bordering on resentment, is that the government obliges the
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local authorities to sign integration contracts with refugees and provide
housing and generous social benefits for them and their family members.
It places the burden on the local authorities, many of which lack the re-
sources to meet the terms of the integration contracts. Furthermore,
Bulgarians with similar social needs do not receive the same support
from the local authorities (“Postanovlenie 208”).6

e EU core member states’ initial commitment to harbor large num-
bers of migrants has already taken a dramatic shift in a series of planned
operations. is has intensified the migrant debate in Bulgaria. In March
2017, Germany began its deportation program for migrants whose ap-
plications for legal status had been denied. Austria also tightened its mi-
gration regime, insisting on quick removal and harsh monetary penalties
for those who refuse to leave the country once their legal term of pres-
ence expires (“Avstria Zatiaga Merkite Sreshtu Nelegalno Prebivavashtite
Imigranti”). In the Netherlands, Mark Rutte, leader of the re-elected
People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy, spoke of “growing discom-
fort” felt by the Dutch toward those newcomers who abused the freedom
of the country and showed disrespect toward its the societal values (Von-
berg). In the UK, after the Brexit referendum, the government put a
halt to its program to resettle lone refugee children. e Eastern Euro-
pean countries followed suit in a series of new restrictive measures. Hun-
gary started the erection of a second fence along the border with Serbia,
Slovenia geared up to close its borders, and Poland wanted to seal its
borders and expel migrants. 

Besides the proliferation of European counter-migrant measures to
push unwanted migrants closer to or beyond the EU external borders,
perhaps the most intense factor that threatens to thrust Bulgaria into a
spiral of instability is the possible rupture of the EU-Turkey refugee deal
of March 2016, which called for readmission of migrants and tightening
Turkish border controls on sea and land to curb the migrant flow from
the Middle East and Asia. e deal has helped to “close” the Western
Balkan Route, and, as UNHCR reports, the number of migrants arriv-
ing in Europe has declined by half (“Desperate Journeys” 2). But the
worsening relations between Turkey and core European states, stoked
by the ban against Turkish high officials holding rallies in European cities
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with large Turkish populations eligible to vote in the Turkish constitu-
tional referendum of April 2017, caused a sharp reaction from the
Ankara regime. e Turkish verbal attack against the EU’s restrictive
measure included a threat to undo the EU-Turkey refugee deal and
“flood” Europe with migrants. Such a step would give Turkey an ability
to implement its geostrategic interests in the Balkans and in consequence
affect Europe.

For over a decade Turkey’s foreign policy has followed the trajectory
described in Ahmet Davutoğlu’s book Strategic Depth.7 Turkey has
viewed itself as a natural heir to the Ottoman Empire by virtue of which
it has the moral power and historical obligation to maintain cultural and
religious links with Muslim minorities in the Balkans and other neigh-
bors in the Middle East that were once a part of the Empire. e doc-
trine sees Turkey not just as a mere nation-state, but as a regional power
in its own right, a political formation that refuses to play second fiddle
to the EU, NATO, or the Middle East. e ambition goes as far as ex-
tending the role of Turkey as a leader of the Muslim world, a reference
to the glory of the Ottomans and a preparation for the installment of
neo-Ottomanism. Critics see this identification with the old empire as
an amnesia of Atatürk’s Republicanism. e return to a glorious imperial
past may legitimize policies of othering in favor of Turkish political,
geostrategic, and economic interests. e successful referendum estab-
lishing a presidential republic in Turkey has solidified a strong nationalist
outlook and with it comes the fear of some Balkan states that Turkey
would use Muslim migrants as a tactical tool for westward expansion of
its geostrategic interests. Currently, unified European criticism of Turkish
authoritarianism following such a neo-Ottoman path is absent. Each of
the core European countries handles its problems with Turkey on its
own. e Venice Commission Declaration of March 3, 2017, is the only
joint European document that warned against the rise of a hostile regime
in Turkey on the eve of the presidential referendum, saying that it would
de jure remove the checks and balances of the democratic model and
would carry “an intrinsic danger of degenerating into an authoritarian
rule” (“Turkey—Opinion on the Amendments to the Constitution” 28).
e position lacks the power of a political statement coming from EU
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headquarters, and as long as such a common voice is missing, individual
responses of EU member states to Turkey’s responses to the migrant crisis
will be wrapped up in a nationalist rhetoric utilized for internal con-
sumption during elections.

The EU-Turkish deal has slowed the influx of migrants, but at the
same time allows Turkey to use migrants as a bargaining chip to control
the transnational flow of people on its territory in return for substantial
monetary compensation from the EU. Threats to break the deal on
the Turkish side might result, according to some analysts, in the desta-
bilization of the Western Balkans and even neighboring EU states.
Turkey’s role as a gatekeeper on the EU’s southeastern border does not
solve the cardinal problem that the EU faces, that is to revise the Com-
mon Asylum European System in a flexible format to ensure the pro-
tection and integration of refugees, to remove the divisive lines within
the EU, to guarantee the functionality of its own borders, and offer
productive partnerships to the non-EU counties in Southeastern Eu-
rope. 

It is evident that the mass migration to and within Europe, especially
in 2015 and 2016, mobilized different forms of national(ist) expres-
sivity and drew attention to accumulated contradictions in the systemic
functionality of the EU. The hard and soft regimes of border closures
and extended time durations of these regulations introduced by differ-
ent member states depending on their geographic location in the
Union are the visible indicators of the crisis. They spread beyond EU
borders to transfer chaos and disturbances to non-EU countries in the
southeastern part of the continent. The EU member states are para-
doxically united in their disagreement with the implementation of
common migration policies dictated by quota principles for migrant
resettlement. In addition, the tricky Dublin Regulation for readmission
of denied applicants to the first country of registration puts the Eastern
European member states at a disadvantage. This causes Eastern Euro-
pean protest, which in turn mobilizes the resurrection of old East/West
divisions that threaten to crush Eastern European unruliness. Conse-
quently, Eastern Europe rejects the Western European othering by crit-
icizing the EU Commission’s directives for handling the migrant
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problem. This simultaneously generates a cycle of migrant othering
which follows the logic of an East/West dichotomy that articulates
Eastern Europeans as others too. In order to function, East/West and
European/non-European divisions require the banners of patriotism
and national protectionism. All participants are engaged in distinct
games of othering. What crystallizes in the East/West European games
of othering, crossed with Oriental/Occidental notions of civilization
in the question of migration, is how the debate on transnationalism
and mass migration is preparing Europeans for fundamental changes
in the EU as an institution. The embrace of etatism and the focus on
national interests across the EU is perhaps perceived as a historic
chance for each member state to act as a player with a strong position
in negotiating the new EU treaty that inevitably lies ahead.

Notes

1e economic crisis of 2008 caused the national debt problems of some EU
member states as well as the serious issue of high-level youth unemployment
in the south. is created the North/South line of division which is now over-
shadowed by the East/West split.

2See Bernd Baumgartl and Adrian Farell’s New Xenophobia in Europe, Gerard
Delanty and Chris Rumford’s Rethinking Europe: Social eory and Implications
of Europeanization, Cas Mudde’s Racist Extremism in Central and Eastern Europe,
and Ray Taras’s Europe Old and New: Transnationalism, Belonging, Xenophobia,
among others.

3Classic studies include Larry Wolff’s Inventing Eastern Europe, Vesna
Goldsworthy’s Inventing Ruritania, and Milica Bakić-Hayden’s “Nesting Ori-
entalisms: e Case of Former Yugoslavia.”

4In comparison, other candidates of the former Eastern bloc joined the EU
in 2004.

5is is the standard version of Bulgarian historiography. For a source in
English, see Roumen Daskalov’s e Making of a Nation in the Balkans: Histo-
riography of the Bulgarian Revival.

6As of March 31, 2017, the interim government of Bulgaria repealed the
controversial Decree 208. e document awaits revision.
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7is is my translation from the Bulgarian edition of Ahmet Davutoğlu’s
Turkish book. To my knowledge no English translation exists. 
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